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THE F INEST IN SELF-WATERING PLANTERS

C O M I N G  S O O N



As an industry professional, you’re looking to offer 
unique, profitable solutions that set your business 
apart. AquaPots self-watering containers deliver 
just that. Your customers will be amazed how  
simple it can be to enhance their outdoor living 
spaces using one of a kind AquaPots. They will  
love the look of the lush, vibrant plantings, not to 
mention the time and hassle saved in watering. 
 

A Stylish Solution That Really Works 
AquaPots are an exceptional, patent pending concept in self-watering 
containers invented by award-winning landscape architect Jack  
Barnwell of Barnwell Landscape and Garden. As an avid user of  
Michael Carr Designs Pottery, Barnwell saw the need for gorgeous,  
commercial grade, self-watering containers for the variety of  
properties he services across the country. He worked with Michael  
Carr to develop this stylish yet practical solution for his clients.  

Debuting in Spring 2020, AquaPots are the first and only premium 
quality glazed ceramic self-watering pots on the market. They are  
not an insert but rather a complete system that is integrated right  
into each container. AquaPots are handcrafted by artisans at  
Michael Carr Designs Pottery of Vietnam, a favorite luxury brand 
among home gardeners. The pots are crafted using time tested  
techniques and an old-world kiln that gives each piece its own  
special character.   
 

Brought to You by Proven Winners® 
The same brand that brought you some of your best  
selling plants like ‘Limelight’ hydrangeas, Wine  
& Roses® weigela and Supertunia Vista® Bubblegum  
petunias has entered into the pottery market with  
the debut of AquaPots by Michael Carr Designs  
Pottery. Premium quality pottery is a natural  
extension of the brand. The goal of Proven Winners  
remains consistent across all product lines – to bring  
beautiful, high performance solutions to market. 

The AquaPots solution 
™

Developed by Award-Winning Landscape Architect Jack Barnwell

Available this Spring
at Quality Pottery & Pottery Fiesta, 

Southern Arizona’s exclusive distributors 
for Michael Carr Designs® 



Key Benefits of AquaPots

AquaPots use 75% less  
water than drip irrigation  
systems without the  
hassle of drip tubing.  
Simply top off the tank  
once per week, or even  
less frequently for  
extra-large AquaPots. 

While you’re saving time  
and labor, the plants grown  
in AquaPots are bursting  
with vigor due to their  
consistent access to  
nutrient-infused water. 

Heavy duty components assemble  
and disassemble easily with no  
tools required. The self-watering  
insert can easily be taken apart, 
cleaned and reused year after year. 

Because the soil and water  
reservoirs remain completely 
separate, AquaPots won’t  
become clogged and the  
plants’ roots won’t suffocate 
from too much moisture. 

The risk of overwatering  
is eliminated by the overflow 
valve. Even in heavy rain, the 
valve maintains the proper 
water level in the pot. 

Nutrient-infused water continually feeds the plants without any  
runoff or waste. Simply add two scoops of Proven Winners  
Premium Continuous Release Plant Food to the fill tube at the  
time of planting and it will continue to feed for up to six months.

The completely sealed pot  
eliminates unsightly staining  
on the deck or lanai surface.

Smart. Stylish. Sensational.
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